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SUMMARY 

OPMET and other information relevant for flight planning and operation are 

made available on the WAFS Internet-based-services – namely Secure SADIS 

FTP and WIFS. 

 

In order to give all users access to all available data it is required that the 

content of SADIS and WIFS is identical. 

 

Further some important information have been identified which actually are 

not distributed. 

 

The following paper gives an overview about the differences of the two 

systems (SADIS and WIFS). 

 

Action by the WG-MOG is in paragraph 4. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Two (2) world area forecasts centres (WAFCs), London and Washington, were established 

when the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) set up the world area forecast system (WAFS). 
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One of the reasons for two WAFCs was for redundancy, so that they could serve as the back-up for each other 

– this includes also the global datasets carried on their Internet-based services (Secure SADIS file transfer 

protocol (FTP) and the WAFS Internet File Service (WIFS)). 

1.2 Users, especially airlines, expect that the content of Secure SADIS FTP is identical to WIFS 

(vv) and that all important information available for flight planning and operation shall be distributed via both 

systems. 

2. DISCUSSION 

2.1 This working paper highlights the differences between both systems in order to request 

alignment of the OPMET content on SADIS and WIFS. Additionally a third data source is included in the 

monitoring for comparison – namely Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) – which is most taking the data directly 

from States via global telecommunication system (GTS) or aeronautical fixed telecommunication network 

(AFTN). 

2.2 With the introduction of Internet-based services (Secure SADIS FTP and WIFS) it was 

decided that all users must be approved and registered to either WIFS or Secure SADIS FTP. Users under the 

footprint of the former SADIS satellite should use Secure SADIS FTP while all others should be registered for 

WIFS. Only for backup reason users can register additionally to the other FTP service. 

2.3 This separation of user access requires that both Internet-based services are able to provide 

identical data sets. This is also important for the backup case. 

Scheduled OPMET (METAR, TAF) for AOP aerodromes 

2.4 The requirements for OPMET information as described in the Annex 1 of the SADIS User 

Guide (FASID Table MET 2A) is under continuous revision. The current valid table reflects the user 

requirements as well as the AOP table of the ICAO regions. The latest editions of the FASID tables (28
th
 April 

2014) and proposed modifications of Table MET II-2 of EUR ANP (METG 2015) has been used for the 

IATA monitoring. 

2.5 The IATA monitoring of the SADIS/WIFS broadcast was performed over a period of 9 

weeks, starting at 6
th
 of January 2017. 

2.6 The following table gives a brief overview on the availability of METAR/TAF data on both 

reception systems (SADIS and WIFS). 

The columns of the tables in the appendices can be interpreted as follows: 
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Loc 
Ind 

NON-
DWD/day . 

NON-
SADIS/day . 

NON-
WIFS/day . 

AGGH AAAAAAA .  AAAAAAA .  AAAAAAA . 
VOCB WWWWWWW .  WWWWWWW .  _______ . 
WAPP _______ .  _______ .  XXXXXXX . 

 

NON-DWD/day, NON-SADIS/day and NON-WIFS/day: 

 

Each of these columns contains a string of 7 characters. Each character represents one weekday, 

starting from Monday till Sunday from left to right. 

 

 “_” – no data received or data received on SADIS and WIFS 

“A” – data not received on SADIS and WIFS, but available via AFTN either from BoM or from SIN 

DB or other national data server 

“D” – data are only available via DWD 

“S” - data are only available via SADIS 

“W” - data are only available via WIFS 

 

 

METAR: 

 

Loc Ind NON-DWD/day . NON-SADIS/day . 

NON-

WIFS/day . Name 

FMSD         . XXXXXXX .         . TOLAGNARO 

FZAA         .         . XXXXXXX . KINSHASA/N'DJILI 

FZIC         .         .  XXXXX  . KISANGANI-BANGOKA 

GAKD         . DDDDDDD . DDDDDDD . KAYES 

HAAB         . XXXXXXX .         . ADDIS ABABA/BOLE COM/MET/NOF 

HTDA  WWWX W . XWWW XW .         . 

DAR ES SALAAM/JULIUS NYERERE INTERNATIONAL 

AIRPORT 

HTKJ  WW X W . XWWX XW .         . KILIMANJARO APP, TWR, AIS, MET, CIVIL AIRLINES 

HTZA   W WW  . XXWXWWX .         . ZANZIBAR/ABEID AMANI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

KDLF         . XXXXXXX .         . DEL RIO/LAUGHLIN AFB, TX. 

LIPU         .  DDDDDD .  DDDDDD . PADOVA 

MBGT WWWWWWW . WWWWWWW .         . 

JAGS MCCARTNEY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT GRAND 

TURK 

NFTV WWWWWWW . WWWWWWW .         . VAVA'U 

OAKN WWWWWWW . WWWWWWW .         . KANDAHAR 

SBBV         . XXXXXXX .         . BOA VISTA/ATLAS BRASIL CANTANHEDE, RR 

SBCG         . XXXXXXX .         . CAMPO GRANDE/CAMPO GRANDE, MS 

SBRF         . XXXXXXX .         . RECIFE/GUARARAPES - GILBERTO FREYRE, PE 

SBSL         . XXXXXXX .         . SAO LUIS/MARECHAL CUNHA MACHADO,MA 

SBSN         . X XX XX .         . SANTAREM/MAESTRO WILSON FONSECA, PA 

TRPG WWWWWWW . WWWWWWW .         . JOHN A. OSBORNE, MONTSERRAT 

ULPB         .         . XXXXXXX . PETROZAVODSK/BESOVETS 

URFF         . XXXXXXX .         . SIMFEROPOL 

UUOO         .         . XXXXXXX . VORONEZH/CHERTOVITSKOYE 
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WAKK         .         . XXXXXXX . MERAUKE/MOPAH 

WIDN         .         . XXXXXXX . TANJUNG PINANG/RAJA HAJI FISABILILLAH 

ZSJN         .         . XXXXXXX . JINAN/YAOQIANG 

 

Long TAF 

 

Loc Ind NON-DWD/day . NON-SADIS/day . 

NON-

WIFS/day . Name 

DIBK _______ . XXXXXXX . _______ . BOUAKE 

DNKA ___A___ . DDDADDD . DDDADDD . KADUNA (NEW) 

DNKN _AA_AAA . _AA_AAA . _AA_AAA . KANO/MALLAM AMINU KANO 

DNMA _A_AAAA . _A_AAAA . _A_AAAA . MAIDUGURI 

DNMM AAAAAAA . AAAAAAA . AAAAAAA . LAGOS/MURTALA MUHAMMED 

DNPO SA_AASA . _A_AA_A . SA_AASA . PORT HARCOURT 

DNSO AAA_AAA . AAA_AAA . AAA_AAA . SOKOTO/SADDIQ ABUBAKAR III 

DXNG _______ . XXXXXXX . _______ . NIAMTOUGOU 

EGLC AAAAAAA . AAAAAAA . AAAAAAA . LONDON/CITY 

EHEH XXXXXXX . _______ . _______ . EINDHOVEN/EINDHOVEN 

FLKK _A_AA_A . _A_AA_A . _A_AA_A . KENNETH KAUNDA 

FLMF A__AAAA . A__AAAA . A__AAAA . MFUWE 

FOOG _______ . XXXXXXX . _______ . PORT-GENTIL 

KDLF _______ . XXXXX_X . _______ . DEL RIO/LAUGHLIN AFB, TX. 

LECH _______ . _______ . XXXXXXX . CASTELLON 

OAKN WWWWWWW . WWWWWWW . _______ . KANDAHAR 

PAED _______ . XXXXXXX . _______ . ANCHORAGE/ELMENDORF AFB,AK. 

PAEI _______ . XXXXXXX . _______ . FAIRBANKS/EIELSON AFB,AK. 

SAWG _______ . XXX_XXX . _______ . 

RIO GALLEGOS/PILOTO CIVIL NORBERTO FERNANDEZ, 

INTL. (SC) 

SAWH _______ . XXX_XXX . _______ . USHUAIA/MALVINAS ARGENTINAS, INTL (TAIS) 

SAZM _______ . XXX_XXX . _______ . MAR DEL PLATA/ASTOR PIAZZOLLA, INTL (BA) 

SAZN _______ . XXX_XXX . _______ . NEUQUEN/PRESIDENTE PERON, INTL (N) 

SAZS _______ . XXX_XXX . _______ . SAN CARLOS DE BARILOCHE, INTL. (RN) 

SVVA _____W_ . _XXXXWX . _______ . VALENCIA, CARABOBO 

URFF _______ . XXXXXXX . _______ . SIMFEROPOL 

VAAH _______ . ___X___ . _______ . AHMEDABAD 

VCRI SSSSSSS . _______ . SSSSSSS . 

MATTALA/MATTALA RAJAPAKSA INTERNATIONAL 

AIRPORT 

VEGT _______ . DDDDDDD . DDDDDDD . GUWAHATI 

VEGY _______ . DDDDDDD . DDDDDDD . GAYA 

WAQQ AAAAAAA . AAAAAAA . AAAAAAA . TARAKAN/JUWATA 

WIDN _______ . _______ . XXXXXXX . TANJUNG PINANG/RAJA HAJI FISABILILLAH 
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NON-Scheduled OPMET (AIRMET, GAMET SIGMET etc.) 

2.7 OPMET also includes so-called NON-Scheduled messages. For the message types significant 

differences could be found  between SADIS and WIFS. 

2.8 The following details provides the results of a short monitioring and cross-check of the 

content of SADIS and WIFS. This check only covers a very short period and a more detailed anylsis would be 

helpful.  

SIGMET, US Convective SIGMET, US Domestic SIGMET, Tropical Cyclone Advisories, Volcanic Ash 

Advisories 

No significant differences found. All messages could be found on both systems. 

AIRMET, GAMET 

SADIS provides a lot of AIRMET and GAMET messages while WIFS only distributes AIRMETs 

from Brazil. 

US AIRMET, US Aera Forecast 

Neither SADIS nor WIFS distributes US AIRMET from Alaska, Hawaii or mainlan USA although 

this message type is not according ICAO Annex 3 they contain useful information for flight operation 

and are required for safety reasons. 

AIREP/PIREP 

 NeithOnly WIFS content contains such message types 

3. CONCLUSION 

3.1 The above information in this working paper shows that SADIS and WIFS are aligned 

satisfactory with respect scheduled OPMET information (METAR and TAF), but for other types of OPMET 

information (i.e. non-scheduled) some efforts are required, such as the addition of some messages to Internet-

based service concerned. 
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3.2 IATA is requesting that the OPMET content of Secure SADIS FTP and WIFS be aligned. The 

group is invited to formulate the following conclusion accordingly: 

 

Draft Conclusion 4/.... — Alignment of the OPMET content of SADIS and WIFS 

 

That, the SADIS provider state and the WIFS provider state in coordination with the 

European OPMET Data Management Group, be invited to 

 

a) continue efforts to align of the OPMET content of SADIS and WIFS for scheduled 

OPMET information (METAR and TAF) and non-scheduled OPMET information 

(such as AIRMET, SIGMET, GAMET, AIREP etc.); 

 

b) add US AIRMET and US Aera Forecast to the content of SADIS ansd WIFS 

 

c) report on progress in respect of a) and b) above to the next MOG-SADIS meeting; 

 

d) provide an updated FASID Table for AOP aerodromes in electronic form to IATA for 

monitoring reasons. 

 

Note 1. – The European OPMET Date Management Group in an ex-officio member of 

the SADISOPSG. 

4. ACTION BY THE WG-MOG 

4.1 The WG-MOG is invited to: 

a) note the information contained in this paper; and 

b) decide on a draft conclusion or decision for the group’s consideration. 

 

— END 


